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In some languages, epenthetic segments are realized with unmarked features while in others they are copies of nearby segments. To account for this variation, we propose that epenthetic elements can be in a relation of Correspondence with other output segments, analogous to reduplication. This approach is shown to account for both cross-linguistic and language-internal variation in epenthetic quality.

Epenthetic quality – the featural content of epenthetic segments – varies from language to language. In some cases, epenthetic segments are copies of nearby elements, while in others they have default features:

1. (i) Copy epenthesis:
   Selayarese (Western Malayo-Polynesian)¹ – Mithun & Basri (1985)
   /sahal/ → [sahala] ‘profit’
   /potol/ → [potolu] ‘pencil’
   /lamber/ → [lambere] ‘long’

(ii) Default segmentism:
   Tongan loanword epenthesis (Polynesian) – Kitto (1997)
   [kənəl] ‘colonel’
   [telefoni] ‘telephone’
   [kəmel] ‘camel’

Copy epenthesis and default segmentism are the two endpoints of a continuum: intermediate cases also exist, where the epenthetic element copies some features and defaults to others. For example, Ponapean epenthetic vowels must be [+high] but otherwise agree with the features of nearby segments (Rehg & Sohl 1981:55,94). There are analogous examples for consonants: epenthetic consonants are (1) copies of adjacent vowels in Southern Tati (Indo-Iranian) (i.e. they are the vowel’s glide counterparts – Yar-Shater 1969), (2) partial copies of adjacent vowels in Dakota (Siouan) (Shaw 1980), and (3) default [t] in Asherinka Campa (Arawakan) (Payne 1981).

Epenthetic qualities not only vary across languages – there are cases where there is variation in different contexts within the same language. In addition, cases

---
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¹ On first mention of a language, we include its genetic affiliation in brackets.
of copy epentheses differ in terms of what is copied. In some cases, epenthetic segments copy elements to their left, and in others to their right. There is also variation in terms of proximity – whether the copied element is adjacent to the epenthetic segment or not. A comprehensive theory of epenthetic quality must account for all these phenomena.

One possible way to account for differences in epenthetic quality would be to employ feature sharing: copy epentheses is where an epenthetic segment shares features with another segment, while default features are inserted if feature sharing is blocked.

The aim of this paper is to explore an alternative to feature sharing: Correspondence (McCarthy & Prince 1995). We propose that epenthetic elements can correspond to other output segments, analogous to reduplication. Featural agreement is regulated by constraints that hold over this correspondence relation. The details of this proposal are presented in section 1.

In section 2, constraints that hold between the epenthetic element (hereafter E) and the element it copies – its Base – are shown to interact with markedness constraints to produce the variety of attested epenthetic qualities. Particular attention is given to cases of contextually-conditioned quality – where epenthetic segments are copies and defaults in different environments within the same language.

The focus of section 3 is on the Base of epentheses – the elements that epenthetic segments correspond to. Variation in the identity of the Base is shown to result from permuting the rankings of constraints that regulate the correspondence relations between E and its Base. We also demonstrate that the Base is determined dynamically – the Base of E is the ‘best’ segment for E to correspond to, where ‘best’ is determined by constraints.

Alternative approaches to explaining epenthetic quality are examined in section 4. Particular attention is paid to feature spreading. Another correspondence account, employing breaking, is also considered. Conclusions and implications for future research are discussed in section 5.

1. Correspondence Theory and epentheses

McCarthy & Prince (1995) propose that a relation called ‘correspondence’ holds between segments on a number of different dimensions (e.g. input and output, base and reduplicant). Constraints regulate the similarity of corresponding segments. For example, in the hypothetical form [patapata] the segments of the reduplicant [pata] are in correspondence with those in the root [pata]. More precisely, [p] corresponds to [p], [a] to [a], and so forth. Exactness of copying – whether the correspondent of [p] ends up as faithfully copied [p] or unfaithful [t] – is determined by the ranking of constraints such as BR-IDEN-T-F “Reduplicat segments and their Base correspondents must have identical values for feature F.”
Our proposal is that correspondence can hold between an epenthetic element and another output segment, paralleling the situation in reduplication. In the Winnebago (Siouan) wordform [ˈfələɾə] 'bald' (Miner 1992:29), for example, the epenthetic segment corresponds to the nearest vowel to its right, as indicated by subscript ˈ3. There can be as many correspondence relations as epenthetic segments in a form. Epenthetic segments can even copy other epenthetic elements. This is illustrated in the Bardi form below, with correspondence relations indicated by arrows:

2. /ɾi+ŋ+m+ŋuridi+i+inda+nə/ → [ŋurniŋuridi+i+inda+nə] 'he painted himself'  
(Metcalfe 1975:150)

Just as in reduplication, constraints regulate featural similarity between E and its Base, most importantly BE-IDENT-F “E and its Base have identical values for feature F”. BE-IDENT-F interacts with markedness constraints to produce the spectrum of attested epenthetic qualities (discussed in detail in section 2).

There are no restrictions on the positing of correspondence relations. GEN produces many different candidates, all differing simply in correspondence. For example, among its many different outputs, an input /ɑβγ/ produces the following set of candidates {[αβγE1], [αβγE2], [αβγE3], [αβγE4]}. The only difference between these forms is the element that E corresponds to. Note that E need not correspond to anything at all, as in the last candidate. The significance of this possibility is discussed in §3.1.2.

This proposal raises the issue of how the placement of correspondence relations is evaluated. More concretely, what decides that the epenthetic vowel [u] in (2) should correspond to the nearest vowel to its right? Why can it not correspond to the vowel to its left, or to an adjacent consonant?

The answer is that the identity of the Base is determined by constraints: the Base of E is the ‘best’ segment available, where ‘best’ is determined by constraint interaction. This ‘dynamically-determined’ method of identifying the Base is discussed in section 3.

Before examining the typological implications of using correspondence theory for epenthesis, we pause to note the similarity between the formal mechanism proposed here and the one used for reduplication (McCarthy & Prince 1995). This similarity predicts that many of the processes and qualities found in reduplication will also be found in epenthesis. This is indeed the case, and we will note these parallels when they arise.

---

2 We reject proposals that epenthetic quality is determined by either phonetic interpolation or post-phonological fill-in rules. These approaches predict that phonological processes cannot affect epenthetic quality (since epenthetic quality is an entirely post-phonological affair). However, there are a significant number of counter-examples to this, e.g. in Arhuaco Campa epenthetic [t] undergoes a regular process of palatalization before [i] (e.g. /wai+ta/ → [wa+lai]) (Payne 1981). For further examples and relevant discussion see Akínjáde (1993) and Steriadis (1995).

3 The present proposals are a significant extension of a theory originally proposed in Kitto (1997).
2.0. A typology of epenthetic quality

Correspondence constraints and markedness constraints are often in conflict since the former require marked structures to be retained while the latter militate against them. For epenthesis, this conflict is between BE-correspondence constraints — those constraints that hold over the correspondence relation between epenthetic elements (E) and their Bases (B) — and markedness constraints, which prefer featurally unmarked segments. Varying resolutions of this conflict produce the spectrum of attested epenthetic qualities.

The two ends of the spectrum are shown in the tableaux below. BE-IDENT-F requires featural identity between epenthetic elements and the segments they correspond to. M(V→i) stands for the set of constraints that conspire to prefer [i] as the most harmonic vowel. With BE-IDENT-F outranking M(V→i), copy epenthesis results, as shown in tableau (3); the opposite ranking — in tableau (4) — produces the unmarked quality.

3. Copy Epenthesis: [[BE-correspondence » Markedness]]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/ə/</th>
<th>BE-IDENT-F</th>
<th>M(V→i)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ə`</td>
<td>(a) a t[i]</td>
<td>x x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(b) a t[i]</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Unmarked epenthesis: [[Markedness » BE-correspondence]]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/ə/</th>
<th>M(V→i)</th>
<th>BE-IDENT-F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ə`</td>
<td>(a) a t[i]</td>
<td>x x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(b) a t[i]</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There is one final point about these tableaux: why can’t a candidate such as [ii] win, so satisfying both M(V→i) and BE-IDENT-F? The reason is that faithfulness to underlying vowel quality, imposed by IO-IDENT-F, outranks M(V→i).

We note that there is another situation which can result in default segmentism: when E does not correspond to anything at all. This will be discussed in section 3.1.2. For the purposes of both this and the following sections, it will be assumed that E must correspond to some other output segment.

---

4 In our survey of 67 languages with default epenthesis, we found that if a language allows [e] to appear in its output forms, it was most likely to be the epenthetic vowel. In languages without [e], [i] and [a] were common defaults, although [i] was twice as likely as [a] to be chosen. We found eight languages with epenthetic [e]. On inspection, though, [e] was found to almost always appear inside closed syllables. That [e] is less marked than [e] in closed syllables is supported by phonological processes that convert [a] to [e] in precisely this environment (e.g. French, Solano – Hargus 1986:290). A telling case is found in Temiar: [a] is epenthized in open syllables, but [e] appears in closed syllables (McCarthy 1982). Other qualities ([i], [e], [u], [uu]) occurred in a minority of languages which were usually genetically related. For consonant epenthesis, [t] is most common, with [i] generally chosen in languages without [t]. Epenthesis of [r] is attested in Japanese, English, and Southern Tai. In these cases, we consider [r] a type of glide, and suggest that it is best seen as a partial copy of adjacent vowels (as [i] is of [i], for example). See Kahn (1974) for similar conclusions.
As expected, the same effects obtain in reduplication. In many languages, reduplicates are featurally faithful to their bases, so [[BR-IDENT-F → M]]. However, in languages such as Lushootseed (Salish), vowels in reduplicates must be default [i] regardless of the Base vowel's quality: e.g. [[titolaw'i]] 'jog', [[sd'juk'k]] 'small knife' (Urbanczyk 1996, Alderete et al. in press) – hence [[M(V→i)] → BR-IDENT-F]]

However, epenthetic quality is not simply a parametric choice between copying and default segmentism. In a number of languages, epenthetic vowels copy only some features while markedness constraints dictate the quality of others. An example is found in Ponapean epenthesi (Rehg & Sohl 1981:55,94). Epenthetic vowels in both native words and loans must be [+high], but copy the roundness of the vowel to their right: e.g. [[pwihekm] no gloss, [inta] 'blood', [[n'kwpw] 'species of crab', [aksuwe] no gloss. 5

Such cases of partial copy epenthesi can be accounted for by intermingling markedness and BE-correspondence constraints. For Ponapean, the markedness constraint *[-high] outranks BE-IDENT-F. This means that epenthetic vowels will always be [+high] in deference to *[-high], but otherwise agree with their correspondents, satisfying BE-IDENT-F as much as possible.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/ŋkopw/</th>
<th>*[-high]</th>
<th>BE-Ident-F</th>
<th>M(V→i)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a) əŋkɔpɔw</td>
<td>x x</td>
<td>x x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b) ɪŋkɔpɔw</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c) ɛŋkɔpɔw</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Candidate (a) has a fully faithful epenthetic vowel but by doing so fatally incurs an extra *[-high] violation (the other violation is caused by the non-epenthetic Base vowel). This leaves the unmarked epenthetic vowel in candidate (b) or the partially faithful one in candidate (c). Candidate (b) is eliminated since it disagrees in both backness and roundness with the preceding vowel, gratuitously violating BE-IDENT-F. This leaves candidate (c), in which E necessarily disagrees with its correspondent in terms of [high] (so incurring one violation of BR-IDENT-F) but is otherwise faithful.

Other examples of partial copying are found in Chadic vowel epenthesi (Frajzyngier & Koops 1989) and in Dakota consonant epenthesi (Shaw 1980).

In summary, permuting the ranking of BE-correspondence and markedness constraints produces a range of possible epenthetic qualities, running from fully faithful copying through partial copy to default segmentism.

2.1. Contextually-conditioned quality

If two constraints C₁ and C₂ are in conflict, the effects of the lower ranked constraint can emerge when a higher ranked constraint C₃ blocks the application of C₁.

---

5 In restricted environments, Ponapean epenthetic vowels can be fully faithful copies of vowels to their right. See Rehg & Sohl (1981:87) for details.
(McCarthy & Prince 1994). This has implications for the present analysis: since BE-correspondence and markedness constraints are in conflict, the effects of whichever constraint is lower-ranked could emerge in specific environments within the same language. In short, the mechanism of constraint ranking predicts that there could be language-internal variation in epenthetic quality, with copy epenthesis in some environments and default segmentism in others.

This prediction is borne out in Cook Islands Maori (CIM), a Polynesian language (Kitto 1997). CIM has five vowels /i e a o u/, and permits only (C)V(V) syllables. When foreign words with consonant clusters or word-final consonants are borrowed, they are made to conform by epenthesis. The quality of the epenthetic vowel varies depending upon its environment:

6. (1) After /ir/, epenthize an [a]
   e.g. [pira] 'bill'
   otherwise (2) After /r/, epenthize a copy of the preceding vowel
   e.g. [pe:rg] 'ball', [pa:maga] 'hammer',
   otherwise (3) epenthize [i].
   e.g. [kara:ti] 'carrot', [menetj] 'minute', [naeronj] 'nylon'

In other words, [i] is the default epenthetic quality. Only after [r] is there variation. After [ir], the epenthetic vowel is [a], while after [(e,a,o,u)r] it is a copy of the preceding vowel.

In brief, our analysis employs the constraint *ri, which bans [ri] sequences. The constraint *ri blocks default insertion of [i] after [r]. This allows the next possible repair to emerge – copying of the preceding vowel. However, copying after an [ir] sequence would result in the illicit [ri] sequence, so copying is prohibited in just this environment and default [a] is inserted instead.

Since the default situation is for E to be [i], M(V→i) must outrank BE-IDENT-F, as established in the preceding section. However, as pointed out above, the subordination of BE-IDENT-F does not necessarily mean that the epenthetic vowel can never be a copy in the language. In fact, epenthetic vowels are copies in CIM when they are preceded by [r]. To put this in slightly different terms, the constraint M(V→i) is blocked by a higher constraint C, allowing BE-IDENT-F to emerge.

As stated above, the blocking constraint C is *ri. Default Epenthesis of [i] in non-[r] contexts is shown in example (1) below, while emergence of copying after [r] is shown in (2):
Example (1) in the tableau above shows default insertion of [i]. Since the blocking constraint *ri is inapplicable here, the low-ranked BE-IDENT has no effect. This contrasts with example (2) where the high-ranked *ri blocks the possibility of default to [i]. The other option available is to copy, obeying BE-IDENT.

The final part of this system is when both M(V→i) and BE-IDENT-F are blocked by *ri. In such a situation, the effects of even lower ranked constraint emerge. These constraints – symbolized by M(V→a) – prefer [a] as the next most unmarked vowel:

Candidate (a) – with epenthesis of [i] – is the only one that satisfies M(V→i) and BE-IDENT-F, but fatally violates *ri. All other candidates violate both constraints, so rendering them irrelevant in determining the optimal form. Candidate (c), with the next most unmarked vowel – [a] – emerges triumphant.

On the empirical side, CIM is a striking case of language-internal epenthetic variation: epenthetic quality varies from unmarked to copy to unmarked in increasingly restricted environments. On the theoretical side, this case shows that complex variation in epenthetic quality can be explained by the interleaving of BE-correspondence constraints and markedness constraints, with relevant blocking constraints ranked high.

As a final note, CIM is not unique in the complexity of its variation. Similar cases are found in Sentani (Trans-New Guinea) vowel epenthesis (Cowan 1965; cf. Elenbaas 1999) and in Faroese consonant epenthesis, discussed in the next section.

3.0 The dynamic Base

In the examples presented so far, the Base — the segment that the epenthetic element corresponds to — was given without comment. However, determining the identity of the Base is far from trivial. For example, epenthetic vowels in Selayarese
copy vowels to their left (Mithun & Basri 1985), while those in Bardi copy from their right (Metcalfe 1975). Proximity also varies: in some languages, the epenthetic vowel copies an adjacent segment, while in others non-adjacent segments are copied.

This variation in the identity of the Base precludes a 'static' definition, such as "The Base is the nearest segment to the right of E." (cf. the static definition for the Base of reduplicants – McCarthy & Prince 1994). Instead, we propose that the identity of the Base of epenthetic elements is determined 'dynamically' – by constraint interaction. The Base, then, is simply that segment to which E corresponds.

As a simple example, take the hypothetical form /an/. An epenthetic vowel is added to this string in response to the triggering constraint NOCODA, which bans coda consonants, so producing [anga]. That the Base of E is [a] and not [n] is due to the constraint BE-IDENT-F, as illustrated in the tableau below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>NOCODA</th>
<th>BE-IDENT-F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a) an₁n₁</td>
<td>x!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b) an₁n₁</td>
<td></td>
<td>x!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c) a₁ng₁</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In candidate (a), the epenthetic element corresponds to the immediately preceding segment and faithfully copies it. The problem with this form is that it has gratuitous epenthesis – the epenthetic element fails to solve the problem posed by NOCODA: NOCODA can only be satisfied by adding vowels (in this language), not by adding consonants. While candidate (b) does satisfy NOCODA by epenthizing a vowel, it necessarily incurs faithfulness violations since its correspondent is not a vowel. This leaves candidate (c), which satisfies both NOCODA and BE-IDENT-F.

In short, there is no need to invoke a special mechanism for identifying the Base; the Base of E is simply the segment in the most harmonic form that corresponds to E.

The aim of the rest of this section is to explore the typological consequences of the dynamic Base. As shown in section 2, the mechanism of constraint ranking predicts not only cross-linguistic variation in the identity of the Base, but language-internal variation as well. For example, the Base may be to the left of E in some contexts yet to the right in others in the same language. This sort of variation will be shown to result from constraint ranking.

The set of cases examined below are divided into two groups: (1) those involving variation in direction – whether the Base is to the left or right of E, and (2) those involving variation in proximity – whether the Base is adjacent to E or further away. The former is discussed in section 3.1 and the latter in section 3.2.
3.1. Dynamic direction

The following constraints regulate direction of copying.\footnote{These constraints have their roots in McCarthy & Prince’s (1993, 1995) \textsc{align} and \textsc{anchor} constraints. The standard \textsc{align} and \textsc{anchor} constraints cannot be used here: since the left/right edge of a segment is the segment itself, they cannot distinguish forms such as \textsc{[CAXB]} from \textsc{[CX:C]} as both satisfy \textsc{anchor-left} and \textsc{anchor-right} equally well.}

10. \textsc{copy-left} \hspace{1em} “E corresponds to a segment to its left.”
    \textsc{copy-right} \hspace{1em} “E corresponds to a segment to its right.”

In terms of direction, cross-linguistic variation is straightforward: when \textsc{copy-left} outranks \textsc{copy-right} copying from the left takes place; the opposite ranking produces the opposite result. Languages that employ left copying include Amele (Trans-New Guinea) (Roberts 1987:375), Barra Gaelic (Celtic) (Ni Chiosáin 1995), Kolami (Dravidian) (Zou 1991), most dialects of Ostrobothnian Finnish (Kettunen 1940), Selayarese (Western Malayo-Polynesian) (Mithun & Basri 1985), Takelma (southwest Oregon) (Sapir 1922), and Wolof (Niger-Congo) (Ka 1994). Copying from the right is found in Bardi (Metcalfe 1975), a dialect of Ostrobothnian Finnish (Kettunen 1940), Ponapean (Micronesian) (Rehberg & Sohl 1981), and Winnebago (Miner 1974).

In the remainder of this section, attention will be focussed on cases where direction of copying varies within the same language. There are two general questions that arise in such cases: (1) what can block the normal direction of copying?, and (2) what are the possible responses to such blocking? To explore these issues, we will first focus on consonant epenthesis in Faroese.

3.1.1. Faroese

In Faroese (Germanic), consonant epenthesis takes place in situations of heterosyllabic vowel hiatus (Anderson 1972a,b). The direction and nature of epenthesis varies in different environments, as described below:

11. \begin{itemize}
    \item[(1)] Copy from the left if \textit{[i]} or \textit{[u]} precedes:
    \begin{itemize}
        \item e.g. [sijur] ‘custom’, [hyuugir] ‘skins’
    \end{itemize}
    \item[(2)] Copy from the right if \textit{[i]} or \textit{[u]} follows:
    \begin{itemize}
        \item e.g. [so:jin] ‘boiled’, [maeavur] ‘man’
    \end{itemize}
    \item[(3)] Do not epenthese.
\end{itemize}

The glides \textit{[i]} and \textit{[u]} are featurally identical to the vowels \textit{[i]} and \textit{[u]}, respectively; this is why this is a case of copy epenthesis. They differ only in terms of moraic content – vowels license a mora while glides do not (see the next section for further discussion). However, \textit{[i]} and \textit{[u]} are not as similar to non-high vowels. In fact, there are no glide equivalents of non-high vowels in Faroese, a fact which will prove to be significant.

The standard situation in Faroese is for \textit{E} to copy from the left, hence \textit{||copy-left} \textit{>} \textit{copy-right}||. However, this is blocked when a non-high vowel
precedes E. This is readily explained in terms of constraints: in such a situation, copying to the left would necessarily incur violations of BE-IDENT-F since (as mentioned above) there are no consonantal equivalents of non-high vowels in Faroese. So, this system can be described as “Copy left, except when that would result in an unfaithful copy, then copy from the right.” Since BE-IDENT-F blocks COPY-LEFT, it must outrank it, as shown in the tableaux below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>/i/</th>
<th>BE-IDENT-F</th>
<th>COPY-LEFT</th>
<th>COPY-RIGHT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>u</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>/o/</th>
<th>BE-IDENT-F</th>
<th>COPY-LEFT</th>
<th>COPY-RIGHT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Example (1) shows the usual situation of left-copying. Example (2) shows how a change in direction of copying can be compelled by BE-faithfulness. Note that we ignore the case where E does not correspond to anything at all (see the next section for discussion).

However, there are two responses to blocking of leftward copying. The response shown in example (2) is to change direction. However, this is only possible if doing so would not violate BE-IDENT-F. In an environment such as /e_of/, copying from either direction would incur faithfulness violations. In such situations, epenthesis simply does not take place.

The constraint that triggers epenthesis in Faroese is ONSET “Syllables must have onsets.” Since epenthesis is blocked just in case it is not possible to copy faithfully, BE-IDENT-F must outrank ONSET. This is illustrated in the tableau below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/o/</th>
<th>BE-IDENT-F</th>
<th>ONSET</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a) o</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b) o</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c) o</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This tableau shows that it is better to ignore the pressure to epenthese imposed by ONSET than to produce an unfaithful copy – both (a) and (b) fatally violate BE-IDENT-F, leaving the non-epenthesized form (c).

Faroese is much like CIM in that a condition triggers a hierarchy of responses: it is best to copy from the left, then to copy from the right, then to not epenthese at all.

3.1.2. Typology
Faroese shows that faithfulness constraints can block the usual direction of copying. However, the most common reason why the usual direction of copying is prevented is that in some environments there is simply nothing to copy. For example,
epenthetic vowels in Hawaiian (Polynesian) loanwords are copied from the left, but when epenthesis is initial there is nothing appropriate to copy, so direction reverses:

14. Hawaiian (Kitto 1997)
   (i) Left-Copying:  [tenekinia] 'engineer'
   (ii) Initial Right-Copying: [plekania] ‘Britannia’  [palani] ‘brandy’

The morphological status of what is copied can also figure in blocking. For example, epenthetic vowels copy to their right in Winnebago (e.g. [hipgres] ‘know’ – Miner 1992:34). However, they only copy root material; when only affix segments are to the right of E, a [ə] is inserted: e.g. /wanik/ ‘bird’ + RED₉, ‘little’ + /ra/ ‘the’ → [wanikanikara] ‘the little bird’, *[wanikanikara]. A similar situation is found in Wolof (Ka 1994).

This type of blocking can be accounted for by invoking a root-specific faithfulness constraint: COPY-ROOT “If E corresponds to B, then B is in a root.” (Urbanczyk 1996 for an almost identical constraint on the Base-Reduplicant dimension). With high-ranked COPY-ROOT, copying can be blocked, allowing the low-ranked markedness constraints M(V→ə) to emerge.

This brings us to consider the responses to blocking. Faroese illustrated two responses: (1) reversing direction and (2) failing to epenthise. The former response is also found in Hawaiian (as shown above), and in Tamil (Dravidian) consonant epenthesis (Wiltshire 1998). The latter response is also found in consonant epenthesis in Dutch (Bootj 1995) and Karo Batak (Woolams 1996) and for vowel epenthesis in Damescene Arabic (Semitic) (McCarthy 1979).

A third response is found in Wolof and Winnebago, as mentioned above. When copying in one direction is impossible, the epenthetic vowel takes on default features. In Winnebago, for example, when copying from the right is blocked, E is realised as [ə]. A similar situation is found in Malay: epenthetic consonants are copies of vowels to their left, but when this is blocked a default [?] is inserted.

To account for this option, the constraint BE-CORR “E must correspond to something” must be invoked. In cases where this constraint is violated, E does not correspond to any segment. So, BE-faithfulness constraints are irrelevant in determining E’s quality; hence its featural content is entirely due to markedness constraints. In cases where the response is to default to an unmarked value, then, it is not BE-identity that is blocked, but rather BE-CORR. As an illustration, COPY-ROOT blocks affix copying in Winnebago (as discussed above). With COPY-ROOT outranking BE-CORR, it is better not to correspond at all rather than copying non-root material:
15. 

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1.</th>
<th>warínk + ra</th>
<th>COPY-ROOT</th>
<th>COPY-RIGHT</th>
<th>BE-CORR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a)</td>
<td>warínk,ra₁</td>
<td>x!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b)</td>
<td>warín,króża</td>
<td></td>
<td>x!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c)</td>
<td>warínkora</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The empirical aim of this section was to show that the Base of epenthesis can vary, not only cross-linguistically but within languages as well. The theoretical aim was to show that both the causes of and responses to blocking of the usual direction of copying can be explained by BE-correspondence constraints and their interaction with other constraints. However, direction is only one dimension of variation; the following section explores similar variation in Base-E proximity.

3.2. Dynamic proximity

The constraint that requires proximity is BE-ADJACENCY “B and E must be adjacent.” Violations of BE-ADJACENCY are calculated gradationally, with more violations the further B and E are apart. If this constraint is ranked high enough, an epenthetic element and its Base must be adjacent. Such a case is found in Southeastern Pomo (Hokan), where pre-tonic consonant clusters are broken up by vowel epenthesis (Moshinsky 1974). The inserted vowel agrees in place and roundness with adjacent consonants.

16. E → i / after front consonants: e.g. [čijačajakín] ‘green’
    → u / after labials: e.g. [muwata] ‘talk!’
    → u / after back consonants: e.g. [xywan] ‘dance house’

In other languages, BE-ADJACENCY is violated. For example, in Bardi (and many other cases of vowel-copy epenthesis) E copies the nearest vowel, ignoring intervening consonants. The reason for this is clear: if E copied anything except for a vowel, it would incur violations of BE-IDENT-F. This situation is analogous to Faroese: faithfulness constraints again act as blockers.

17. 

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/an/</th>
<th>BE-IDENT-F</th>
<th>BE-ADJACENCY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>an₁ₙ₁</td>
<td>x!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a₁n₁</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

8 This is simplifying the situation somewhat. In some situations, the epenthetic vowel agrees with the following vowel: e.g. [igeke] ‘to catch’. The exact environments that trigger such agreement are not entirely clear in Moshinsky’s data, although the general trends described above are evident.
Variation in what is copied can be ascribed to the fact that there are individual IDENT constraints for each feature. For example, BE-IDENT-[high] requires E and its base to agree in terms of [high] alone.

Feature-specific IDENT constraints can be used to explain the minimal variation found in Winnebago and Awtuw. In Winnebago E copies the nearest vowel (Miner 1992), while in Awtuw (Papua New Guinea) the nearest vocoid is copied (Feldman 1986):

18. **Winnebago**: E copies nearest vowel to its right: \[\text{[hoj\text{awaza}]}\] ‘hit at random’,

   ignoring intervening glides: \[\text{[hoj\text{awaza}]}\] ‘you are ill’, \[\text{[hoj\text{awaza}]}\]

   \[\text{[kwew] no gloss, *[kwew]}\]

**Awtuw**: (i) E copies nearest glide:

   else (ii) nearest vowel:

   \[\text{[konor]}\] ‘copulate!’, \[\text{[kumpuya]}\] ‘hit’

It cannot be the case that every BE-IDENT-F constraint outranks BE-ADJACENCY in Awtuw otherwise /knje/ would be realised as *[knjel]; /knjel/ would be ill-formed since the epenthetic [i] is not a perfect copy of [i] – [i] bears a mora while [i] does not, so violating BE-IDENT-μ.

Even so, this case is easily explained: it is simply a matter of ranking the relevant BE-IDENT-F constraints low. In this case, BE-IDENT-μ must be ranked below BE-ADJACENCY. This is shown in the tableau below, where BE-IDENT-F’ stands for every BE-IDENT constraint except for BE-IDENT-μ:

19. | /knje/ | BE-IDENT-F’ | BE-ADJACENCY | BE-IDENT-μ |
--- | --- | --- | --- |
(a) k\text{jinjel} | x! | x x! | |
(b) k\text{jinjel} | x | x! | |
(c) k\text{injel} | x | x | |

Candidate (a) satisfies BE-ADJACENCY, but at the cost of violating BE-IDENT-F’ since [n] and the necessarily vocalic epenthetic element disagree in several features. While candidate (b) satisfies all BE-IDENT constraints, it violates BE-ADJACENCY twice since two segments intervene between E and its Base. These violations are crucial, compared with candidate (c). With (c), only one segment intervenes between E and its Base. While [i] is not perfectly identical to [i], the constraint that is sensitive to their difference – BE-IDENT-μ – is ranked low enough to be irrelevant.

So, requirements on BE identity can affect Base proximity in a gradient manner. This approach predicts a variety of other systems. For example, an epenthetic vowel would copy the nearest sonorant if BE-IDENT(sonorant) outranked BE-ADJACENCY and all other conflicting BE-IDENT-F constraints were ranked low (i.e. those referring to the features [vocoid], [approximant], [continuant], etc.). Also, it is predicted that blocking of adjacency should induce the same array of responses found in blocking of direction (e.g. if an adjacent segment can’t be copied, then
don't copy at all). We leave the determination of the validity of these predictions to future research.

4.0. Alternatives

The aim of the preceding sections has been to explore some of the basic consequences of using correspondence to account for epenthetic quality. However, there are a number of alternatives to correspondence. In particular, feature sharing approaches, as in autosegmental theory, can be used to explain many of the same facts. The purpose of this section is to examine the differences between the correspondence approach and feature sharing theories.

In feature sharing theories, variation in epenthetic quality can be explained as differences in feature sharing: if E shares all its features with a nearby segment, copy epenthesis results; if E does not share any features, it will take on default values. In many cases, the correspondence approach and feature spreading theories produce the same results. However, there are differences. Due to space limitations, only one major difference will be discussed here: the treatment of suprasegmentals.

Segmental properties such as stress (headedness), tone, and duration (moraic content) are commonly assumed to be associated with prosodic units above the root node (e.g. the mora or syllable) (see Hayes 1995:49ff for stress, Odden 1995:448ff for tone, and Broselow 1995 for duration). For feature-sharing theories, the suprasegmental nature of these properties means that they cannot be shared in copy epenthesis otherwise ill-formed representations result. This is particularly evidence for moraic content since it is not a unitary feature, hence not even a sharable unit. In comparison, correspondence theory allows reference to such properties.

A relevant case is found in Selayarese (Mithun & Basri 1985), where agreement in moraic content between E and its Base is necessary. In this language, syllables have the form (C)V(C). The one exception is the main-stressed syllable, which must be bimoraic. This is usually achieved by lengthening. However, when the stressed vowel is epenthetic, no lengthening takes place; instead, a glottal stop is inserted (or the following onset is geminated). This is shown in the following minimal pairs:

20. (1) Underlying vowel lengthens:

/sahala+mu/ → [sahala:mu] 'your (fam.) sea cucumber'

---

9 By 'feature sharing theory', we refer to theories that allow a single feature to belong to more than one segment (most notably autosegmental phonology). Our aim in this section is not to consider particular theories, but rather identify properties that feature sharing theories generally agree on, and compare them to the correspondence approach.


11 See Kitto & de Lacy (1999) for further discussion.
(2) Epenthetic vowel does not lengthen:

/sahal+mu/  → [sahalâ?mu], *[sahalâ+mu] 'your (fam.) profit'

This case is similar to the contextually-conditioned variation in epenthetic quality found in section 2. A hierarchy of repairs are triggered by a constraint requiring bimoraic main-stressed syllables (i.e. *σ_u “no monomoraic stressed syllables”). The dispreferred repair is the creation of a coda, while the preferred repair is vowel-lengthening. This can be put in OT terms by ranking NOCODA “Syllables must not have codas” above *V,; which bans long vowels.

As shown in section 2, in order to block the effect of NOCODA, a specific constraint must outrank it: ||C → NOCODA → *V,||. Something can already be deduced about the identity of C: it must refer to the epenthetic nature of the stressed vowel since this is the only property that distinguishes it from the other vowel types. This means that C cannot be a markedness constraint since such constraints refer only to output configurations, and not to the relation between output and input segments. So, C must be a correspondence constraint.

With BE-correspondence the solution is straightforward: epenthetic vowels cannot be lengthened because this would make them unfaithful to their Base in terms of moraic content (E’s base is always monomoraic in Selayarese). In other words, BE-IDENT-µ “E and its Base must agree in terms of moraic content” outranks NOCODA. The constraints are shown in the following tableau:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1. /sahal+mu/</th>
<th>*σ_u</th>
<th>BE-IDENT-µ</th>
<th>NOCODA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sahalâ?mu</td>
<td>x!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sahalâ+mu</td>
<td></td>
<td>x!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sahalâ+mu</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2. /sahala+mu/</th>
<th>*σ_u</th>
<th>BE-IDENT-µ</th>
<th>NOCODA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sahalâ?mu</td>
<td>x!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sahalâ+mu</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sahalâ+mu</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As shown in example (1), lengthening of the stressed vowel is blocked by BE-IDENT-µ since such a change would introduce disparity between the epenthetic segment and its correspondent. Example (2) shows the effect on an underlying vowel: moraic identity between epenthetic segments and their correspondents is irrelevant here, so lengthening is permitted.

This solution has one further effect: when epenthetic vowels are final, stress appears on the antepenult, not the penult (e.g. /sahal/ → [sâhala] ‘profit’). This is explained straightforwardly under the present approach. The epenthetic vowel corresponds to the penult, but must agree with it in terms of moraic duration. However, if the penult were stressed it would be forced to lengthen, so violating BE-IDENT-µ. The strategy taken to avoid this is simply to retract the stress from the
penult – in [sₐːhɑlₐt], stressed vowels can lengthen and BE-IDENT-μ can be satisfied, at the cost of the penultimate position of stress.

In summary, it seems that agreement in terms of suprasegmental features between epenthetic segments and their Bases is possible, lending credence to the correspondence approach.12

As a final comment, we note that feature sharing is not necessarily incompatible with correspondence theory. However, if both are allowed, this results in a great deal of redundancy. In order to fully eliminate this redundancy in favour of correspondence, feature sharing must be prohibited. In effect, this returns to a conception of segments as sets of features, much as in SPE. 'Feature sharing' would then be the situation where two segments in correspondence agree in the value of a feature. Of course, this takes us far beyond the scope of the present paper, and affects areas such as vowel harmony and assimilation. We merely note that the logical endpoint of the proposals in this paper is the elimination of feature-sharing in phonological representations.

4.1. Breaking

Breaking is another approach to explaining copy epenthesis (McCarthy 1997). Breaking describes the situation where a single underlying segment has two output correspondents, as in diphthongization (e.g. /aɪ/ → [ei]).

Breaking differs from the current approach in terms of the array of correspondence relations it produces. In breaking, the input segment corresponds to each of its output segments, but crucially the output segments do not correspond to each other. The diagram below shows correspondence relations in breaking in (1), and those of the present theory in (2):

22. (i) Breaking: Input: α \[\begin{array}{c} \text{Output: } \beta \\ \gamma \end{array}\] (ii) Input: α \[\begin{array}{c} \text{Output: } \beta \\ \gamma \end{array}\]

The fact that there is no direct link between output segments in breaking predicts that any changes to one output segment will not be reflected in the other. In comparison, in the CTE approach the epenthetic β agrees with its output correspondent γ; α is irrelevant.

Cases of overapplication show that Breaking is an inadequate solution. An example is found in Winnebago, where the vowel [e] ablauts to [a] before certain suffixes: e.g. /máːče/ ‘cut a piece off’ + /ire/ (3rd person) → [máːčeɪre], *[máːčeɪre]. In cases of copy epenthesis, the ablauted vowel [a] is copied, not the

---

12 A case involving identity of tone is found in Sekele (Hargus 1988: 133). Certain prefixes assign low tone to immediately preceding vowels. This does not happen to immediately preceding epenthetic segments, though. This can be explained as the imposition of tonal identity between E and its correspondent – the prefix vowel. A case of stress retraction in Tahitian (Bickmore 1995) can be explained as a requirement that E and its Base be identical in terms of headedness (~stress).
5.0. Concluding remarks

The proposal we have advanced herein can be stated straightforwardly: epenthetic segments can be related to other output segments via Correspondence. This approach is theoretically minimal: we do not invoke any new mechanisms for evaluating or relating constraints, and the constraints we utilise are trivial extensions of constraint families that have been shown to be necessary elsewhere (McCarty & Prince 1995). Even so, the correspondence theory of epenthesis enjoys broad empirical coverage, explaining the variation in epenthetic quality found both cross-linguistically and language-externally. In addition, it lends insight into the causes of contextual variation, as well as the repairs employed in such cases.

A great deal of attention was given to the Base of epenthesis – the segments that stand in correspondence with epenthetic elements. We showed that the Base cannot be identified by a ‘static’ mechanism, but is instead ‘dynamic’ – the location of the Base can change in different environments. In effect, the identification of the Base reduces to constraint interaction. This opens up the possibility that the the Base of reduplication is similarly determined (cf. McCarthy & Prince 1994).

Our proposals lead to a more general question: Why should correspondence relations be restricted to holding between an epenthetic element and another segment? Could they hold between any pair of output segments? After all, if copy epenthesis is due to correspondence, then it seems plausible that smaller scale copying – as found in assimilation and vowel harmony – will also be amenable to a correspondence-based explanation.13
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